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FORKWOM) 

\ On« aajor aspect of the work conducted under Task Order No. 2 of Con- 

tract N 1238-80065 was application of the light-scattering technique of size 

analysis to sprays.   This work was begun prior to this project and it has been 

reported by Roland 0. Ouaprecht in his doctoral dissertation, "Particle Size 

Measurements by light Scattering".   Part of it has also been published in the 

Journal of Physical Chesdstnr. voluae 57, pp 90-97 (1953),   One application 

of it is reported by Joseph A. Consiglio in Report No. 6 of this project, pre- 

senting data on the effect of physical properties of the sprayed fluid on 

the spray characteristics.   A more detailed story of this work is in Mr. 

Consiglio's doctoral dissertation (University of Michigan). 

The effect of the receiving fluid on spray characteristics has been 

studied by Mr. Boll, using this technique, and the status of his work is 

reported here.   He has studied liquid sprays in liquids in an effort to deter- 

mine the primary variables.   The major part of his effort has been in refining 

the techniques and reducing the procedures to practice. 

This report discusses thoroughly the various factors in analysis of 

sprays by light-scattering techniques, and emphasizes the restrictions and 

limitations of various practical applications.    It describes the equipment 

constructed for the specific problem and outlines the procedures.   This work 

is incomplete at the close of this project, and only preliminary results can 

be presented here. 

0. lAuif X6rk 
ProJ«ci-Su;3rvisor 
Associate Professor of 

Chemical and Metal- 
lurgical Engineering 
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ABSTRACT 

A series of experlaents iim>lving spraying one liquid into another ia 

proposed for determining the effects of the physical properties of the re- 

ceiving fluid on spray characteristics.     Improvements in the light-scattering 

technique are shown to be necessary and several are suggested.   The required 

practical equations are developed from Oumprecht's transmission equation, with 

thorough discussion of assumptions.   A vertical-light-beam technique based on 

single measurements at maximum attenuation is concluded to be the best for 

liquid-liquid sprays.    The design features and construction of equipment are 

listed together with photographs.    Unsatisfactory features are discussed. 

Qualitative observations regarding double-emulsion formation and effect of 

viscosity are given. 

lii 
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NOMENCLATURE 

/I SC s coiponeiits   /f ^ ^ 

Ag s cross-sectioiul area of light bea« (cm2) 

P  » drop diameter (cm) 

Q « e/SpsSauter's «ean drop diameter (cm) 

/^s largest drop dianeter produced by spray nozxle (cm) 

n  = smallest drop diameter produced by spray nozsle (cm) 

Äsa particular drop diameter (cm) 

/!• = any particular drop diameter (cm) 

i7//))=   cumulatire drop size distribution function s for some P*^16^, . x 
W      «.ample" the n«ber of drops of diameter less than   D    (dimensionless) 

-£-   =   ratio of intensity of transmitted light beam with no drops in the beam 
I to intensity with drops in the beam   (dimensionless) 

/  = limiting summation index (dimensionless) 

4  r index of summation (dimensionless) 

1^= theoretical light-scattering coefficient (dimensionless) 

J = length of light path through suspension of particles (cm) 

m =   ratio of refractive index of disperse phase to refractive index of 
continuous phase (dimensionless) 

A/fn\- MfiMD   •   drop size distribution function for some particular 
n\ul~   «SSpiJ" (carl) (definition) 

h/s = NfP)  'or aggregate of drops produced by the spray nozzle (cm"1) 

H   r H(O)    for aggregate of drops produced by the spray nozzle in spraying 
* "   unit Tolume of sprayed fluid (aH) 

0. = NJV*   « »ction at spray nozzle is the same for each cubic centi- 
Star of fluid sprayed (csr4) 

Mt r  #(*>)  '<» •11 d^0I>, ^ iprliy chM»ber (ca*1) 

A. s N(t>]  for drops in unit yol«» of spray chamber (or4).  **  i« » f«n- 
*      «ion of i    Sd it «ay alao be a function of position in spray 

diaabtr,   *, /, *   * *& tta*» *  • 

i 
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HB r NfO) for drops in light beam (ca-l) 

^ = H(&)   for droP* ^ «"»i* ▼OIUB» of light beaa (car4)        ftj wqr or nay 
not be ft function of position «long the li^it beam.   It must not be ft 
function of position in cross-section of light beam if trensmission 
equation is to be applicable 

R. s     Ouaprecht's correction factor on 4^    for characteristic of light 
receiver (dimensionless) 

W\^ =    Approximate mean ralue of    Z?/^   between     Dj   and      ij.      (dimensionless) 

RIL** m    Average value of    Rl^    between    /^      and    /^ (dimensionless) 

RKj*** *   Average value of   £/^    between    ß-     and     Py^      (dimensionless) 
-A» 

f *   -^r  ,      *    interfacial area per unit volume of sprayed 
fluid (cm'1)(definition) 

i. » time (sec) 

1£ « volume of light beam (cm^) 

^ ■ volune of spray chamber (cm3) 

\^ a y% -V^m    Tolume of sprayed fluid (cm3) 

|l^ « volume of fluid passed through spray nozzle (cm3) 

1^ «    volume of "dribble" resulting upon sudden starting and stopping of 
spray (cm3) 

X,i/ «    horizontal position coordinates   in spray chamber (cm) 

I  »    vertical position coordinate in spray chamber (cm) 

A   «    wave length of light illuminating particle (cm) 

4-  TJ RKt^V'D 
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implies equality of value of two separate functions under particular 
values of their arguments 

implies identity of two functions for all, or at least certain specified, 
values of their argusents, e.g., (*~4)xm (x.a](v4i) 

vi 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON STÜDI OF THE EFTECT OF RECEIVING FLUID 

UPON SPRAT CHARACTERISTICS 

Richard H. BoU 

Many processes such as combustion, extraction, drying, and painting are 

conducted by means of suspensions of liquids in gases or other liquids.   These 

suspensions are usually created as needed by spraying the liquid into the re- 

ceiving fluid, creating an aggregate of drops.   The characteristics of this 

aggregate partially control the rates of heat transfer, mass transfer, or 

reaction which accomplish the process; therefore knowledge of the aggregate is 

necessary for better understanding of the process. 

From about 1927 to 1935 many studies of the dynamics of spray formation 

arose from Diesel engine development.    Studies of aggregate characteristics 

are relatively scarce because of the complexity of mathematical analysis and 

the difficulty of experimental measurements.     Out of about fifty experimental 

studies of sprays since 1925, only about twenty contain any measurements of 

aggregate characteristics. 

Aggregate spray characteristics are known to be severely dependent upon 

the physical properties of the sprayed fluid.    The dependence upon physical 

properties of the receiving fluid, however, is relatively unknown.    Only about 

five of the above twenty studies consider either the viscosity or density of 

the receiving fluid as variables, and only two consider both.   Consequently, 

there is now no adequate means of predicting the effect of the receiving 

fluid upon aggregate spray characteristics. 

m 



Objectiv« 

The purpose of the work reported here is to begin to fill the gap in 

knowledge concerning the effect of the receiving fluid upon aggregate spray 

characteristics by measuring the variation of specific interfacial area over 

a relatively vide range of viscosity and density of receiving fluid. 

Attack 

The Initial work planned for the program is a study of the effect of 

various liquid receiving fluids upon the aggregate characteristics of a spray 

of water produced by a swirl-chamber nozzle.    The problem has been attacked 

both experimentally and «alytically, but a large proportion of the time has 

been spent in refining techniques. 

The experimental program includes the following particulars: 

(1) Water is sprayed into several other liquids, immiscible 

with water, whose physical properties vary over as wide a range as practical. 

(2) The spray nozzle is of swirl-chamber design and is the 

same type used by Consiglio (1, 2). 

(3) Flow rate through the nozzle may be varied or held con- 

stant as desired. 

(4) Viscosity, density, and interfacial tension (against 

water) of the receiving fluids are measured by standard techniques. 

(5) Velocity of receiving fluid is "free", i.e., stagnant 

at the beginning of the spray period and uncontrolled thereafter. 

(6) Specific interfacial area, Sp    , and possibly drop- 

size distribution curvet are determined by A light-scattering technique. 

Water is chosen a« the sprayed fluid primarily because it is inmiiscible 

with a number of common organic liquids.   Organic liquids are chosen as 

.'  ■.■'■■ -.,.; ""SSr^ 



rectirinc fluids to allow a contrast with air while at the same time permitting 

considerable variation in physical properties.   The spray noxzle is nude by 

Kopp Nossle Products and is desipated 0.75 OPH 60° Hollow Cone, thus permitting 

direct conparison with Consiglio's results.    The order of nagnitude of sites 

of drops produced is 2 to 200 microns diameter.    The velocity of receiving fluid 

is diesen to be free in order to simplify the experimental set-up. 

The following sections of this report discuss in detail the choice of 

specific interfaeial area as the measured variable and of li^it scattering as 

the basic analytical technique. 

Attreiate Spray Characteristics 

Specific interfaeial area is selected as the independent variable to be 

measured for two reasons:   (1)  Some measure of mean drop sise is the most 

important single characteristic of any aggregate of particles,   and  5^    is 

equivalent to Sauter's mean diameter (3); (2) Specific interfaeial area is 

expected to be a fundamental parameter. 

Statistical nomenclature is convenient for describing the characteristics 

of the aggregate of drops produced in a spray.   A given sample of a large num- 

ber of drops may be completely described by its cumulative function,   H(D). 

H(D)    is the number of drops in the sample of diameter less than D.    The 

sise distribution function, NiÜ   , is usually of greater utility.   N{o)   is 

defined byt 

The physical sifnifLeance of   /¥(D) is that its value for any given diameter,D , 

represents the relative abundance of drops of approximately that diameter in 

the umjl;   The dimensions of M(t>)*xt makers per unit of diameter. 

•■■■■w.v.,.-. ^  . .:.=  -,v,^. y^: 



It is convenient to base  M(l>)  upon a hypothetical sanple which con- 

tains exactly one cubic centineter of sprayed fluid.   This special case of N(cb 

is designated  fttio) or siaply   /^   .   The units of  ^   are numbers per unit 

of diaaster per unit of volume (e.g., car*    if diameter is measured in cm). 

These definitions imply the following: 

/" I #s ifD    - number of drops in one cubic centimeter (*) 
•$ of sprayed fluid 

4* 
■f/t, P'Jo     - 1 (3) 

Sauter's _ ^      _ € 
mean diameter       ~   **' sAo       . ^ 

Equation 5 follows directly from     Qm = ^3^ . 

The specification of Hs    constitutes a coiiq>lete description of 

the aggregate of spray particles if all particles are spherical and the dis- 

persion is simple, i.e.,  ^  in  S   and not ^ in / in ^ , or d* &   in C 

or d   in S in   C  t etc. 

If it is assumed that the nozzle acts equally on each cubic centimeter 

of sprayed fluid that passes throigh it,    /fs    is given byr 

*s • f (i) 
where: 4£  = AffOjtw the aggregate of drops produced by 

the spray nossle (carl) 

Vf   s volume of sprayed fluid («3) 



Bquation 6 will lenertlly be uiumd to b« true.   Howerer, bectuse of the 

phenoMnon cUled "dribble",       % will not necessarily be equal to the 

TOIUM of fluid discharied by the nossle,     tf'     .    (See page 19 for further 

discussion.) 

Another important site distribution function is    /*£    which iaA/fajtor 

all drops in the spray chamber.   Aft      i» identical with   ^       if no evap- 

oration or condensation, no aggloaeration, and no settling have taken place. 

It will generally be assumed that no evaporation or condensation and no ag- 

gloaeration takes place, but settling must be considered. 

Analytical Techniques 

Heasurement of the specific interfacial area is to be made by quanti- 

tative measurement of the attenuation of a beam of light projected through 

the dispersion.   The drops in the beam scatter light in all directions and it 

is possible to calculate the aggregate spray characteristics from the light- 

transmission measurements. 

Analysis by quantitative measurement of light scattering possesses 

several inherent advantages over other techniques for determining specific 

interfacial areas.     They are: 

(1) Since no drops need be removed from the dispersion, there 

need be no bias on the relative frequency of certain sizes because of mech- 

anical sampling. 

(2) The "sample", i.e., the drops in the light beam, con- 

sists of millions of particles, making statistical errors negligible. 

(3) There need be no limitation on size of particles, whether 

large or small, which can be Included in the drop size distribution. 

(4) The technique is more rapid than any other technique of 

comparable accuracy now available. 



B»»lc Lljht-SMttering Equ>tiong 

Oaq>recht (4) has shown that a modification of the Lambert-Beer trans- 

mission equation is applicable to certain polydispersed systems.   The Oumprecht 

modification is as follows*: 

-A "i** **if-fR*t**PjD it) 

where     -?■ =    the ratio of energy of transmitted light beam with no 
particles In the beam to energy of transmitted light 
with particles in the beam.   The light beam must be 
essentially parallel and monochromatic (Dimensionless) 

-f =    length of path of light beam through suspension (cm) 

R -    a known function of D   for given equipment (dimensionless) 

fc =    theoretical light-scattering coefficient, a function of 
Mtj    ^     and   D   •   For a given system, a function of  P 

only,   m    is the ratio of refractive index of dispersed 
phase to that of continuous phase (receiving fluid).   "K   is 
the wave length of light used (dimensionless) 

MB =    the size distribution function for drops in the light 
beam per unit volume of light beam (cm"*).     hg       must not 
be so great that the average distance between particles is 
less than 5 particle diameters 

P =    drop diameter (cm) 

The   integration limits,   0   to    PM   in equation 7 imply only that the inte- 

gration includes all possible drop diameters. 

Equation 7 assumes that the drops are uniformly distributed along the < 

length of the light beam.   However, as long as the particles are distributed 

uniformly with respect to the cross-sectional area of the beam,    «^   , it » 
.i 
I 

can be shown that it does not matter how they are distributed with respect 

to the length of the beam.   Hence,    A7g    can be replaced with | 

«i     Hi f 
^ IT ß)    I 

*   Ounprecht's  U  la identical  with D^ in this report. 



where        ^ «  drop size distribution function for particles in the light 
hum (arl) 

V§ ■ Tolune of light beam (cm3) 

Equation 7 becomes 

Equation 9 is of more general utility than equation 7. 

A simple and accurate explanation of the physical significance of the 

actual light-scattering coefficient, FK^ , is quite difficult.   However, a 

simple explanation is that smaller particles (1 to 50 microns diameter) cast 

a shadow whose area is Interpreted by the light receiver to be other than the 

cross-sectional area of the particle.   The ratio betw^sn the area of the 

"actual shadow" and the cross-sectional area of the particle is numerically 

equal to Rl^ .    Kt     has been formulated by Mie from electromagnetic con- 

siderations.   For an accurate explanation of the significance of   R    and k^ 

the reader is referred to the works of Oumprecht (4), Strattoa (5) and Mie (6), 

Ounprecht (7) has computed numerical values of   R     and   Kt    for dis- 

persions of pure substances.   His computations allow interpolation for practical 

values of   R    and Kt for all size ranges and for all ratios of refractive 

indices between 1.20 and 1.6.    In the course of the present work, practical 

values of f^   for all sizes of particles have been computed (8) for ratios of 

refractive  indices between 0.8 and 0.93. 

Since a light beam cannot encompass all the drops produced by a nozzle, 

equation 9 require« modification before it can be put to practical use for 

the measurement of «, or  5p   .   The simplest kind of experiment utilizes 

a batch-type operation wherein a given volume of «prayed fluid,   V^   , is 

diapersed in a given volune of «pray chamber,  Vt   .   (See page 20 for dis- 

ett««ioa.) 



Ut us make the following assumptions- regarding the system immediately 

after spraying: 

(h)   no mass transfer to or from the drops 
U;   no agglomeration 
(«)   no settling has yet occurred 
(n;   drops are uniformly distributed throughout 

the spray chamber 
(j)   the nozzle acts equally on each cubic centi- 

meter of fluid passing through it. 

.»ssumpticns h, i, and m imply: 

Assumptions m and n imply; 
tfQ) 

^*ir*e in) 

(12) 

Assumption j implies? 

CMibining equations J-,  H and 12- 

Substitutln,, equation 13 into oq^tion 9   !Jvcs   a trans,lsslon ^tim ^ 

terms of  ns   m* I, applioable to the experl.ontal  «t-np Blthia the 

above assumptions: 

^arranging equation 14 to place measured quantities on the left: 

It is convenient to lump all five experimentally .«asured variables 

together into one term,    $   , defined by: 

T #1/ ^^   I 

(IS) 

W ** I (u) 

All assumptions for the complete analysis are listed in Table I, page 46. 

8 
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A subscript on (p will denote a particular value obtained from a particular 

measurenent of I » For the limits of integration in equation 15, C^' is 

written 

(£'* ffw^Wo in) 

Special Bquations for Horliontal Light Beam 

Under certain conditions a horizontal light beam can be used to 

measure 5^  and ^j , Suppose that assumptions h, i, m, n, and j above 

are met initially and that the light beam passes close to the bottom of the 

chamber. If the chamber is tranquil, the drops within it will settle at 

rates depending upon their sizes (D). Under these conditions, one may write 

equations similar to equation 17: 

9       Jo 

where Pfis the cliamet«rof  drop which has just passed the level of 
9 the light beam at the time    ml is measured. 

Equation 18 is valid in spite of violation of assumptions m and n 

above.    They must be replaced by the following assumptions: 

(p)   the drops are uniformly distributed across each 
horizontal cross-section of the set cling chamber 

(q)   the light beam has negligible height 

Replacement of assumption m invalidates equation 11, but equation 18 applies 

because under the new conditions 

*i - o        ,   ^ * ^i* 
It is convenient that   PKt   1» essentially constant for diameters 

about 40 microns (7, 8).   Reducing equation 18 to a particular drop diameter, 

D • r* 



Subtracting equation 19 from equation 17; 

The convenient fact that     i?ICt    is essentially constant for diameters larger 

than about 40 microns permits further simplification for the larger drop sixesr 

Equations similar to 19 and 20 may be written for other integrating 

limits such as  D1  and  C^   ,    D,   and   0,   ,    I^.tand    C^   ,...  ^ 

and   Dr   *   If  OU-x   and   0*»      are always close enough together so that a 

reasonable mean value    f^ fc f"M     may be assigned to   PKt    » equations simi- 

lar to 21 may be written; 

The right side of equation 22 represents a part of the specific surface 

(equation 4).   Sunning equations of type 22r 

Vierer ^.s «o^   1, 2, 3,     J.    oo in this sequence is an index 
»     which identifies    Dbe   as the largest diameter of drop pro- 

duced by the nozzle«   J*     is an index which identifies   Dj 
as the smallest diameter of drop produced by the nozzle. 

Hj can be obtained by dividing equations 22 through by 

bi'X~ (Pi ^ 

An inherent imperfection in the horizontal beam technique is that it 

it nearly iaqpossible to obtain an accurate measurement of    (p«    because of 

tile difficulty of eliminating settling (assumption m). 

10 



8p» dal Bquatlons for Yertical Light Bew 

An accurate value of     (plo   can be obtained by passing the light beam 

vertically through the sprajr chamber.   The following assumptions are necessary 

and hare reasonable expectation of validity: 

(h)   no mass transfer to or trm the drops 
(i)   no agglomeration 
(j)   the noisle acts equally on each cubic centimeter 

of fluid passing through it 
(p)   the drops are uniformly distributed across each 

horizontal cross-section of the settling chamber 

In this case (but not in the case of the horixontal beam) it is proper to con- 

sider that any drops on the bottom of the settling chamber   are still in the 

chamber.    No drops can escape from a vertical beam by settling.   Assumptions 

h and 1 therefore imply: 

Assumption J implies; 

Assumption p implies: 

(10) 

(it) 

As before, equations 10, 11, and 12 lead to equation 13: 

And as before, equation 13 leads to equation 17: 

provided that: 

(f)   drops are nowhere closer together than 5 times 
their diameters 

Assumption f is necessary in the derivation of equation 7.    It is reasonable 

for a short time after spraying unless the drops settle rapidly. 

It is thecretically possible to obtain part of fl, by removing the 

settled drops from the bottom of the chamber as fast as th«y accusulate. 

11 



This aight be done with a oechanical wiper.   Assumptions h, i, j, p, and f 

nut still apply, but assunptions h and i inply equation 10 only initially. 

At later tines   nt    is given by: 

Me* O .       **ty    J 
«Aiere        0^      is the smallest diameter of drop which is completely settled, 

i.e., no longer exists in the chamber.   Equation 25 assumes: 

(t)   settling velocity of drops is directly proportional 
to   0*   i o*g*> Stoke's law. 

Combining equations 9, 11, 12, and 25, 

Upon substituting   the definition of  A   (equation 16) and rearranging: 

CLl is related to time by Stoke's law. If measurements of ty : are made 

at various times, we may consider tyi to be a function of CU' . Differ- 

entiating   <f! with respect to   ^   yields: 

Approximate values of     fL«    can be obtained by differencing data.    Hence: 

where   C^^    is the average value of   0    between    D^   and     Dfc   ,   Other 

equations of type (29) can be written.   Subtracting two such yields: 

12 



If     L*«       it sufficiently dose to   PTs     so that an arerage value, JPKt11 

of    ?K^     can be assuMd, we can write: 

and 

(ii) 

a-n n-p*        .v 

Theoretically, sunnuttion of equations of type 31 should yield a value 

of    Sp     as was the case with equations 22 and 23.   But in practice, con- 

siderable difficulty is to be expected in assigning a value to    E^,,. 

n%    of equation 32 is MjflSj)   .   Again, difficulties will arise in that 

^af ff»)   c*n be o1»**^«! ^t no*  Hs(D«c).   Serious difficulties also may 

result fro« the double differencing of data required by equations 31 and 32. 

Obtaining accurate drop site data from the vertical light beam technique may 

therefore be impractical.   However, it is not improbable that equation 32 

could yield some limited drop sixe information which would be useful in 

estimating      Pl^**, 

Combination of Vertical and Horiaontal Light Beams 

An obvious improvement on both vertical and horizontal-beam techniques 

would be combining them.   An accurate measurement of    ^«*    could be obtained 

from the vertical beam and measurements of (pi   would be taken from the hori- 

lontal beam.   Accurate measurements of both   5p    and n,j  should then be ob- 

tainable via equations 23 and 24. 

13 



Special Equatlana for Stirr»d Settling 

The use of stirred settling instead of tranquil settling is attractive 

because it might eliminate the difficulty of obtaining absolutely tranquil 

conditions.    In this technique, the settling chamber is agitated throughout 

the settling period while light-transmission measur;nents ire recorded as a 

function of time.   The following assumptions of those previously made must te 

retained; 

(h)   no mass transfer to or from drops 
(i)   no agglomeration 
(J)   the nozzle acts equally on each cubic centimeter 

of fluid passing through it 
(o)   the drops are uniformly distributed throughout 

the spray chamber at all times 
(f)   drops are nowhere closer together than 5 tirats 

their diameters 
(t)   settling velocity of drops is directly proportional 

to   D* , e.g., Stoke's law. 

Of these only 1 and possibly t are tenuous.    An additional assumption must be 

made regarding capture of drops on the bottom of the cell; 

(u)   drops striking the bottom of the chamber are 
retained there and not returned to the bulk of 
the suspension. 

In tills technique, it makes no difference whether the light beam is 

vertical or horizontal.    If a vertical beam is used, some mechanism must be 

provided for removing settled drops from the beam.    The light transmission 

equation now becomes: 

where    d    and   S    are constants deriving from Stoke's law and the dimen- 

sions of the settling chamber,    Di     is directly related to time via Stoke1 s 

lav, and 9J   is measured via equation 16 and is a function of time, hence 

of  Oj,, 

No satisfactory method for reducing this type of data has yet been 

proposed. 
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Eatlmtion of Sptclfic Surface frog Maxima Attenuation 

The specific surface can be obtained, within certain limitations, from 

a single measurement of light transmission at maximum attenuation.    Let us de- 

fine  4U   t7: 

o 

Specific surface is defined by 

^ .  irfRK¥^ D^D (94) 

ft» 

Note that the difference between     %^     and   5)» is the coefficient, 

£ £.  , in the integral of equation 34.   Since     ^^ is a known function 

of £ , it is permissible  to replace the function in the integral by some mean 

value outside the integral.   Then 

O 6 

Equation 35 defines a mean value of    £A^  such that: 

<k      . Sp (Si) 

It follows from equation 17 that   ^4e * fto    if the appropriate as- 

sumptions can actually be satisfied.    Since these assumptions can be approached 

most closely in the vertical-beam technique, it should be possible to measure 

«SA    according to: / 

A good approximation of the specific surface can then be obtained if a 

satisfactory value of    W^     can be obtained.* 

*   KKl      will designate the approximate value and    /c^ the exact value.       | 
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£/(,      varies in a complicated manner (4. 7, 8) with       P    , but for 

liquid-liquid systems where drop diameters are larger than about one micron, 

the actual value of    £^  varies (8) between about 1 and it 

\i     R.Kt.       is arbitrarily assigned a value of 1.5, an error no greater than 

50« can ^ii se, i.e.: 

^ 4= as (M) JK^* - ££ 
Wic^ 

Equation 39 app] it's regardless of the nature of    /l5    , except that 

-ÖZ 
.rnsvcction of equation  35 reveals  that the value of   ££4 depentis 

upon tit   interrelationship between  ^/.^   and    ^-5      , both functions of    D   . 

I* Is possible for a given function,    €^   ,  to combine with many functions, 

ns  , to give the  sa.ue value of  £X,6      , and many others to give a  fixed 

relationship between   ^A^*"0    and    TTJ    AgD^JD.    For reasonable values of 

RK*"*        this can be demonstrated matbematically.    The estimation of spe- 

cific  surface thus reduces to determining a relationship between     ^^       and 

5p    whidi closely approximates the relationship between  ß,^ and   J/P 

for all  functions,     n,    , wfuch are likely to be encountered in practice. 

"Closely" here means that  ß!X4  is within perhaps 10% of ^c*.    Equatic 

56 shows that this also would be a relationship between   ^^      and   Q 

v.hirh would be more convenient from the  point of view of data reduction. 

Gumprecht (4) proposed the relationship: 

Testing tiie validity of equation 41 on two typical drop^size distribution 

curves, he found errors of 3% and lOJf. Equation 41 would be good for uni 

modal distributions with small size ranges or for an> shape of distribution 
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if the smallest drop diameter is larger than about 5Ü microns, above which 

^^    becomes constant at     °K^ * 1 • 

We have tested equation 41 on the severe example of a pure bimodal 

irop-eize distribution, defined by: 

Placine     O.    at the major peak in    R.^     and    V^    at the snallest value of 

D     above     IJ    for which ßtj si , the error in   R<^ when  ^A{ S///coo 

is 60 percent. 

The existence of a relationship between   KK^   and  5/D , or   ^^    and 

(fa    is useful in two ways.    Firsts    if approximate data regarding   A3   are 

available,     K.K+ can be computed as a function of    $4^    for reasonable 

extrapolations and variations of this data.    If these   K&        curves can be 

approximated by one    K^^   curve withlti about  '>%,  then the specific surfaca 

car. te determined within 5$ from the measurement of   ^Jc    •    Second:    if all 

1j      from a particular nozsle lead to one curve of   /6/^      vs.     Q^    , it 

would not be necessary t> obtain drop size data for the majority of test« or. 

chat nozzle. 

We have applied the first expedient to experimental work on spraying 

of water into benzene.    Data on    Kg    were obtained by extracting a sample of 

the suspension and counting drops under the microscope.    These data were limited 

because drops larger than 50 microns settled before sampling and also were 

too few to ?ive a reliable estimate of   A.j     .    It was found that: 
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Ks   *   ? j       D > Sop 

A     and  %   in equation 43 were constants, with    "k   evaluated as between 

1 and 4.    Values of    ^^ ***     were computed for slopes of 3 and 4 between 

'0*1M and    pmSfyL     with extrapolations of slopes 0, 1, 2,  3, and 4, up 

to various assumed values of maximum drop size,    T^c     •   AH such curves 

could be represented between    flg, */SoO    and      ^^ a ZOtcoo   cm"1 

by one      ß^        curve within    jb   556. 

The measured value of      ^ « Zöofl cm"^ was well within those limits, there- 

fore it was concluded that   So    could be determined by this procedure within 

dLS?».    These results are encouraging and indicate that further experimental 

work might lead to successful analyses. 

Factors in Equipment Design 

The various ways in which light-scattering measurements, can be applied 

to spray analysis have been developed in the previous section.    From the con- 

clusions regarding each application the choice among them seems indicated if 

the various assumptions can be satisfied. 

The horizontal light beam gives satisfactory values of     $J      but it 

is difficult to obtain good values of   <t^    ,    The vertical light beam gives 

good values of     %*     but values of    yh       are obtained only by double 

differencing of data, with the latent inaccuracies of such a procedure»   Com- 

bining the two would produce good data, but would involve elaborate equipment 

and complicated design for the spray chamber, especially for liquid-liquid 

systems. 
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Single measurements at maximum attenuation are especially attractive 

in reducing time and in permitting routine instrumentation.    This last appli- 

cation was selected for the project, but the many assumptions involved in 

development of the equations in the preceding section must be examined for 

their effect upon equipment design.    The following pages discuss these factors 

as applied to liquids sprayed into liquids. 

Determination of   t£    and  ^ 

In development of the various equations above, the nozzle is assumed 

to act equally on each cubic centimeter discharged (assumption j).    In actual 

experiments, the nozzle can usually be observed to "dribble" at the close of 

the spray period, producing one or more inordinately large drops.   A better 

assumption isr 

(k)    the nozzle acts equally on all of the fluid discharged 
except for a fixed volume discharged as inordinately 
large drops 

These drops can be treated as if they were not discharged.    Assumption k 

implies; 

where     ^      is the volume of sprayed fluid actually discharged,   /£    the 

volume "sprayed" and    1^     the volume of dribble, which is assumed constant. 

lü    may be determined from a series of experiments wherein  S'   can 

be measured with accuracy and   ^    can le varied.    Other conditions being 

satisfied,    ^    should be constant ^respective of the value of     /J    . 

Then 
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Rearranging: 

X0/r   is the ratio of intensities corresponding to    ^    .   Plotting the left 

hand side of equation 46 against    /$    should yield a straight line with slope 

^   and intercept on the    1^   axis equal to    (ty&i)    •       Once   \^   has 

been determined,     ^      is known from equation 44.      ty should be different 

for different nozzles, and for different spraying pressures or different 

sprayed fluids with the same nozzle* 

Spraying Chamber Dimensions 

It is desirable to minimize the size of the spraying chamber in order 

to minimize the volume of expensive, flammable, and sometimes toxic receiving 

fluids which must be handled, stored, and occasionally wasted. 

Batch-type operation is the simplest possible for this experimental 

program.   It avoids continuous separation of sprayed and receiving fluids, 

and it avoids uneconomic wasting of receiving fluid in the quantities required 

for continuous operation without separation. 

Semi-batch operation, with spraying and measuring done continuously 

and separation done batch-fashion, is feasible but its only advantage over 

complete batch operation is controlled rather than "free" velocity of the 

receiving fluid with respect to the nozzle.    It would require a minimum of 

50 gallons of receiving fluid for each test with a 48-hour delay between tests 

for recovery of fluids. 

The minlaui voluae ratio of receiving fluid to sprayed fluid 

is fixed by assumption f at about 1000 for the Kopp 0.75 GPH nozzle selected 

for the project.   Ibis nossle has one of the smallest capacities commercially 
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available, with a minimum flow rate with the fluids selected of about 1.5 

gallons of sprayed fluid per hour. The ultimate lower limit on rs    ia  rj. 

1^ is minimized if there is no "cushion", i.e., no air in the spraying cham- 

ber. Even so, ty    is of the order of 0.05 cm3.    Since  1^ is actually a 

correction on |^  to obtain Vs  ,  /j      should be at least 10 times ifi 

or at least 0.5 cm^. The minimum value of Vc    is therefore about 500 cm
3. 

Some variation in  ^  must be provided to allow measurement of l/y. 

A four-fold variation from 0.5 cm3 to 2.0 cm 3 fixes a minimum value of 1^ 

at 2000 cm3. 

Penetration of the spray also sets a lower limit on the linear di- 

mensions of the chamber, for drops should not be deposited on the sides or 

bottom during spraying. The penetration with the present nozzle spraying 

water into a receiving fluid of similar density and viscosity is about 7.5 

cm radially and 10 cm axially. These dimensions fix a minimum volume of 

2250 cm for a rectangular chamber or 1800 cm for a cylindrical chamber. 

Practical measurement of light intensities requires that J^/l be 

between about 2 and 20 for accuracy in the quantity, i*(l*Jx),    The Kopp 

nozzle spraying water into benzene and carbon tetrachloride establishes 

4yt/Ws   between about 200 and 400 cm' . Since 1^/^ cannot be less than 

1000, / cannot be less than about 10 cm. ( I can be made as large as 

desired by increasing J£/^ )  This requirement coincides with the penetra- 

tion and iy requirements, and 1^» 2000 cm3 is the minimum which «iatisfies 

all assumptions. Chamber volumes between 2000 and 6000 cm3 and sprayed liquid 

volumes between 0.5 and 2.0 cm3 have been employed in the present experimental 

program. A chamber volisu of 6000 cm3 (approximately 2 gallons) is about the 

maximum consistent with handling,storage, and fire hazard in a normal labora- 

tory. Initial cost and wastage are also within reason at this size. 
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Satisfaction of Oeneral Asauaptlon» 

The general assumptions for light-scattering techniques are those in 

Table I, page   46   , labelled a to 1,    They   must be satisfied reasonably for 

any procedure selected. 

Assumption "a" has not always been satisfied in practice.   If water is 

sprayed into benzene, a simple suspension of water drops in benzene results; 

but if water is sprayed into kerosene, the suspension consists of water drops 

containing smaller drops of kerosene suspended in the bulk of kerosene, i.e., 

the suspension is /4   in   o   in   /^   .     This phenomenon would seem to imply 

that there is a preferred direction of curvature for an interface and that 

this direction may or may not form simple suspensions.    Since density, vis- 

cosity, and surface tension are not greatly different between benzene and 

kerosene, the phenomenon would also seem to imply that these are not the only 

variables affected by change in receiving fluids.    Fluids should be pure to 

avoid interfacial adsorption.    If adsorption occurs, the suspension would be 

A   in   C   in   B , where    C   is the adsorbed film. 

Assumption "bn is probably valid for drops with diameters less than 

100 microns. Silicone coating of the glass bottom of the settling chamber 

promotes sphericity of   settled water drops. 

Assumption "c" is satisfied by proper selection of fluids. Assumption 

"d" is met by suitable design of light equipment. The equipment used in this 

project is that described by Oumprecht. 

Assumption "e" is a necessary consequence of one or a combination of 

other assuaptionS) n, o, p, and q, depending upon the arrangement of the equip- 

ment and the measurement sought.   Assumption f results from proper design and 

operation of equipaent, and is discussed in detail above. 
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H   I Assumption g presumes that certain theoretical computations can and 

have been made.    Gumprecht has shown that the computations can be made if 

assumptions a, b, c, and d are satisfied.   In the course of this project (6), 

computations of   A^   have been made for  *   between 0.8 and 0.93.    The    £ 

function for  M.   less than unity has been assumed identical with  R,   for  M 

greater than unity. 

Assumption h is most affected by the saturation of the receiving fluid 

with respect to the sprayed fluid.    Unsaturation allows mass transfer from 

the drops resulting in   Q    being lower than it should be.    Unsaturation of 

the receiving fluid can result from rising temperature, or evaporation of 

water (sprayed fluid) from the air interface of the receiving fluid.    Evapor- 

ation can also cause supersaturation of the receiving fluid, depending on 

the equilibrium relations for the system.   For benzene and water,evaporation 

from the benzene-air interface has resulted in unsaturation of the benzene 

with respect to water.    A closed settling chamber will eliminate this problem. 

The seriousness of temperature unsaturation (or     supersaturation) 

depends upon the value of WtW*) and the temperature coefficient of solubility 

of water in the receiving fluid,  (^t/c/T).    Where ( <i<./4T ) times ncrraal 

temperature fluctuations is large compared to ( J^/i^   ), temperature control 

is required.   For benzene and water. (^«/«/D is of the order of 

0.1 x 10"4 cm 3water/(cm3benzene)(0F) at 70oF.    (I^AO is sometimes as low 

as 1 x 10   cm   water/cm   benzene, therefore temperature variations of 10oF are 

Intolerable.   Temperature control of ±0.2oF reduces mass transfer to d: 1% 

of   i^    , which is probably satisfactory. 

There is also a possibility of mass transfer from small drops to larger 

drops if the solubility of the small drops is sigiificantly higher than the solu- 

bility of large drops.   Such mass transfer would cause  4' measurements to be 

lower than they should be. 



The validity of assmption i depends upon the separation between drops, 

Brownian movement, the nature of the water-receiving fluid interface, and 

nature of agitation if any is used.   It is presumed that if the agitation itself 

collects no drops, then no agglomeration will result from agitation.    The sev- 

eral studies (9) of collection efficiency of cylinders for spheres all predict 

negligible collection if the ratio of cylinder velocity to cylinder diameter 

is less than a value depending on drop size and fluid properties.    Collection 

becomes poorer as d.op size is decreased.    For 100-micron drops of water in 

benzene, this ratio is about 600 sec"1, consequently a 2-cm diameter rod used 

as an agitator will collect no drops smaller than 100 microns if its velocity 

is less than 300 cm/sec.    Both agglomeration and collection of drops by the 

agitator would cause    tf    to be lower than they should be. 

The seriousness of the combined effect of drop-to-drop mass transfer, 

assumption h and agglomeration, assumption i, can be determined experimentally 

by the vertical-light-beam technique.    Experiments to date indicate that neither 

effect is serious for the benzene-water system. 

Assumption j has been partly discussed in the section on determining J£. 

Other considerations are the time required to develop constant flow rate and 

the time required to develop the spray.    Photographic studies of the dynamics 

of Diesel injectors indicate that spray and flow are practically simultaneous 

and that constant flow rates can be obtained in 2 or 3 milliseconds.    The Kopp 

nozzle sprays 0,5 cm3 of water at 2000 psi in about 400 milliseconds.    If the 

present situation is no worse than the Diesel situation, there should be no 

serious error on account of time required to develop the spray. 

assumptions k and Y are the result of observation and follow from the 

discussion of assumption J, 
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Of the apedal assumptions, only "p" applies to the single measurement 

at maxinum attentuation.   It will be met by adequate agitation even after agi- 

tation ceases, provided there is no subsequent disturbance of the suspension. 

In practice, such disturbances arise primarily from heating or cooling effects, 

which can be eliminated by imersing a covered settling chamber in a constant- 

temperature bath. 

Special Factors for Various Procedures 

The factors above are those which influence the design of equipment for 

the method of measurement chosen, single measurement at maximum attentuation. 

It is of some interest and value to discuss the various special assumptions 

needed for other methods, and these are included here. 

Inability to satisfy simultaneously assumptions"m'^nd V is the greatest 

single handicap of the horixontal-light-beam technique.    Consiglio (1, 2) de- 

vised an extrapolation procedure to circumvent this difficulty.    It was once 

supposed that condition m could be met more easily in liquid-liquid sprays 

because of the lower settling velocities involved, but experience contradicts 

this.   It is now apparent that the same factors which cause lower settling 

velocities also increase the time to satisfy assumption n.    During that time 

assumption m becomes invalid.    Consiglio's extrapolation procedure could 

possibly be applied to liquids, but the settled drops cannot now be absorbed 

with paper and a delicate plate and balance system would be needed. 

Assumption o*applies only to stirred settling.   It can probably be 

achieved by agitation within assumption i.    Since the data from stirred 

settling cannot be reduced, however, it is of academic interest.    Assumption 

"p" has already been discussed. 
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Oumprecht has shown that assumption "q" is satisfied if the height of 

the light beam is less than 1% of the height of the settling chamber, which 

can be achieved in practice. 

Assumption Vis never exactly met because of Brownian movement.    It 

is also violated by disturbances of tranquility such as thermal convection 

currents.    Oumprecht (4) has shown for glass beads settling in water that 

errors here have negligible effect on   Ä,    and   Zp   . 

Assumption ns" is valid if Stokes law, Stokes-Cunningham law, or the 

like is applicable,   unless there are a significant number of particles 

smaller than 2 microns, both assumptions s and t have excellent expectation 

of validity. 

AssumptionVimplies some "surface for capture" on the bottom of the 

settling chamber.   It could probably be provided by "honeycombing" the bottom 

to present a stagnant layer of liquid there. 

Rxperiraental work on this project has   shown that drops in suspension 

tend to migrate to the vertical sides of the settling chamber and deposit 

there.    This may be caused by electrostatic or thermal attraction, but the 

result is disastrous for the horizontal-light-beam technique.    The vertical- 

light-beam technique ii less affected because drops are expected to settle 

upon the bottom of the chamber and they do not, in practice, deposit upon 

the top. 

Consiglio used small circular heaters (2) around the light beam to 

prevent deposition of drops at the light ports. The heat input from the 

heaters resulted in negligible agitation of his settling chamber because it 

was very large in relation to the area heated. Port heaters would result 

in excessive agitation in the small chambers for liquids. Another solution 

is to use a medianical wiper periodically on the light ports. This causes 
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agitation and an ordinary rubber wiper lasts about 30 seconds in organic liquids 

like benz«ne.    Presumably, both of these objections could be overcome with pro- 

per desigri.    It is also possible that deposition of drops on the chamber walls 

could be overcome by finding out the causes and eliminating them.    The problem 

has not been seriously attacked because the single-measurement technique seemed 

more desirable. 

Experimental Equipment 

The experimental equipment for this project is designed to fulfill the 

assumptions discussed above.    The apparatus consists essentially of a mech- 

anism for delivering a measured quantity of spray and fluid, a nozzle, a set- 

tling chamber, a light source for passing a beam of light through the settling 

chamber, a receiver for measuring its intensity, microscopes, and auxiliary 

equipment.   Operation is as follows: 

1. A known volume of sprayed fluid,    l/g     , is sprayed 
into the volume of the settling chamber,    Kc   ; spraying 
pressure is fixed and spraying time is recorded. 

2. The resulting suspension is agitated, if necessary, to 
distribute the drops uniformly throughout the settling 
chamber. 

3. Light-transmission measurements are recorded as a 
function of time; the light beam may be passed either 
horizontally or vertically through the chamber. 

4. Samples of the suspension may be removed from the cell 
using a special tool which traps the sample in a de- 
pression microscope slide; these slides are examined 
under the microscope through a calibrated micrometer 
eyepiece. 

Light-Transmission Equipment 

The light-transmission equipment is described in detail by Gumprecht 

(4).    It consists of a light source, light receiver, electronic amplifier, 

recording potentiometers, a regulated 270-volt B+ power supply, a regulated 
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6-volt D.-C. power supply, and two Sola voltage-regulating transformers.    A 

block diagram of this equipment  is presented in Figure 1.    Its design features 

are as follows; 

1.    The light beam is essentially parallel, i.e., the angle 
of divergence of the light beaa is much less than the 
angle of reception of the light receiver. 

1 2.    The wave length of light in the beam is 4700 A0 ± 50 A0. 

3. The half angle of reception of the light receiver is 
© •   0.92°. 

4. The majority of strong light is prevented from entering 
the light receiver by the directional sensitivity of the 
receiver. 

5. Such stray light as does enter the receiver plus all 
60-cycle pick-up is eliminated in the amplifier by modu- 
lating the light beam at 300 cycles per second and in- 
corporating a narrow-band 300-cps filter in the amplifier. 

6. The intensity of the light beam produced by the source 
is constant with time to within \% per 24 hours. 

7. The size of the light beam may be varied from a 3'4-inch 
diameter spot to a 0.5-mm by lO-nn slit. 

8. The gain of the amplifier may be adjusted in 22 cali- 
brated 3-db steps. 

9. The gain of the amplifier may also be continuously ad- 
justed by a helical potentiometer. 

10.    Recorder deflection i s linear with light intensity of 
the receiver. 

In general this equipment has been satisfactory, but two improvements 

could be incorporated in a new unit: 

1. The amplifier circuit could be designed to decrease the 
tube loading and prolong tube life. 

2. The modulation frequency should be other than 60, 120, 
or 300 ops.    The Sola transformers radiate considerable 
energy at 300 cps, being picked up and interpreted by 
the auplifier circuit as transmitted light. 

For any given phase relationship between the 110-volt line and modulated light 

beam, the effect can be "zeroed-out", but this phase relationship is changed 
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if the power to the "chopper" motor is momentarily interrupted.    Pick-up at 

300 cps has been minimized in the installation by judicious location of trans- 

formers and other components.    The effect of the remaining 300-cps pick-up 

is held constant by continuous monitoring of the phase relationship and adjust- 

ing it by trial and error as necessary. 

Figure 2 shows the present arrangement of light source and receiver to 

give a vertical light beam.    The amplifier and recorders ar«! visible in the 

rack on the left of Figure 8.    The 6-volt power supply is the unit on the ex- 

treme right of the top shelf of Figure 8. 

Noazle 

The Kopp 0.75 GPH 60oHC nozzle is a swirl-chamber type producing a 

hollow-cone spray.    The spray angle is approximately 60° in air,  varying 

with flow rate and fluid sprayed.    The nozzle consists of two parts, the body 

and the pintle (See Figure 3).    The body carries the orifice, for which a 

typical measured diameter is 0.512 iira.    The pintle carries three slots with 

flow around the pintle, through the slots, tangentially into   the swirl- 

chamber formed between the end of the pintle and the body, and out the orifice. 

The slots are inclined at an angle to the nozzle axis, and are typically 0.280 

mn wide arri a like depth.   The nozzle is operated at pressures between 400 and 

2000 psi.    A typical flow calibration is      f ^ /^ ) *   0.053 f    V      , 

where   (Vsl*)    is in cm3/sec and   P  in psi. 

Spray Cylinder 

The spray cylinder and its piston force the sprayed fluid through the 

nozzle. Figure 3 shows the cylinder, piston, and the two nozzle parts. The 

nozzle screws into the lower hex-end of the spray cylinder. The design fea- 

tures of the spray cylinder are: 
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Figure 1. Block Diagram of Instrumentation

i
*
i

Figure 2. Source and Receiver Set-up for 
Vertical Light Beam



Figure 3. Nozzle and Spray Cylinder

Figure 4. Weight Rig
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1.    Discharge volume,     Y%      , is variable from zero to 
2 cm^ and is controllable by gauge blocks. 

2*    Liquid hold-up is a minimum. 

3. All air can be removed from the spraying system. 

4. An internal "C'-ring seal allows negligible leakage past 
the piston. 

5. Negligible leakage occurs between nozzle and cylinder 
even without gaskets. 

6. Sliding friction is small (2 lb.)  compared to piston 
force (20 to 100 lb.). 

7. Spraying pressures from 400 to 2000 psi result from 
forces of 20 to 100 lbs. on the 1/4 in. o.d. piston. Lower 
spraying pressures are possible. 

8. Stainless-steel construction minimized corrosion. 

9. The piston is driven at constant force by a simple weight 
rig. 

The present design is satisfactory with one exception.    In order to 

minimize corrosion within the nozzle, it is desirable to flush the nozzle 

with acetone followed by oil before storing.    Flushing is impractical with 

the design above because the internal "0n-ring seal is attacked by prolonged 

exposure to solvents and it cannot readily be removed for cleaning or replace- 

ment.    A modification carrying a readily accessible "0" ring on the piston has 

been constructed, but it is used for flushing only because the internal diame- 

ter could not be polished with the same precision as the original design. 

Weight Rig 

The weight rig drives the piston into the spray cylinder to force fluid 

through the nozzle.   Figure 4 shows the weight rig with the spray cylinder and 

one gauge block in place.    The design features of the weight rig are: 

1.   The force on the piston can be varied from 7.5 lbs to 
107.5 lbs in steps of 10 lbs by changing lead weights. 
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2. Various gauge blocks control piston travel and   \/s , 

3. The distance of free fall of the weights before 
striking the piston is continuously variable from 
zero to 0.25 inch. 

4. Total fall distance of the weights may be adjusted 
continuously from zero to 2-1/4 inches. 

5. Weights are raised manually through a pulley system. 
The    latched height allows insertion of the spray 
cylinder containing a 2-cm^ charge of fluid. 

6. Weights are released by a simple pin-and-hole latch. 

7. The spray cylinder is held rigidly with its axis 
vertical to minimize off-center loading. 

8. Sliding friction is minimized by proper alignment of 
weights and spray cylinder and by lubrication. 

9. The height of the spray cylinder above the base of 
the weight rig is variable from 11 to 24 inches in 
steps of 1/4 inch. 

10,    Spray time is determined by measuring the elapsed 
time for the weights to pass two fixed points. 

The operation of the weight rig has been satisfactory.   Provision 

of a "free-fall" distance allows the velocity of the weights as they strike 

the piston to be adjusted to the "steady-state" velocity of the piston plus 

a slight excess velocity for overcoming the starting friction of the "0" 

ring.   In practice a free-fall distance of 0.020 to 0.030 inch is used.    A 

slightly more convenient apparatus would result if the pulley system were 

replaced by a hydraulic system. 

Timing Apparatus 

The timing apparatus measures the time for discharging the volume 

of sprayed fluid,     16     ,  fixed by the gauge block.    The apparatus consists 

of two microswitches mounted on the spray rig (See Figure 4), a 500-cps 

signal generator, a pulse counter actuated by both halves of the SOO-cycle 
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ware, and a power supply for the pulse counter.    The last three units nay be 

seen in Figure 8 on the top shelf on either side of the weight rig.    The 

features of this equipment are: 

1. The timer is started by actuation of the top micro- 
switch and stopped by the bottom microswitch. 

2. The top microswitch is adjustable so that its actuation 
time corresponds to the starting time of the piston. 
The bottom microswitch is similarly adjustable for the 
stopping time of the piston.    The precision of adjust- 
ment expressed in inches of piston travel is about 
±.005 inch. 

3. Elapsed time up to one second is read in milliseconds 
from a semi-binary counting dial on the pulse counter. 
1.004 sec. records as 4 milliseconds. 

4. Absolute accuracy of the frequency of the signal gen- 
erator may be checked with a stop watch. 

This apparatus has been satisfactory except for the usual ills of 

electronic gear. 

Settling Chamber 

Design factors of the settling chamber have bee., discussed in detail 

in previous sections.    It is cylindrical wit}  a dl   eter and height of ap- 

proximately 8 inches.    Figure 5 is a sketch of a vertical cross-section through 

the chamber.    Figure 6 shows all of the ports.    The design features are: 

1. Plate-glass top and bottom to permit undistorted vertical 
passage of the light beam. 

2. Glass sides permitting general observations. 

3. Bams at various points on the top permitting the chamber 
to be immersed in a bath with the water level above the 
top of the chamber. 

4. Center light port. 

5*    Removable center piece permitting insertion of the spray 
cylinder and sampling tool. 

6.    Water-tight construction. 
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7. Water-leg type expansion seal. 

8. Provision for stirring without removing centerpiece. 

9. Provision for thermometer. 

10. Provision for eliminating air bubbles from under the top. 

11. All inside glass surfaces, especially the top and bottom, 
are silicone-coated to promote sphericity of settled drops. 

12. All inside metal parts are either stainless steel    or 
nickel-plated for corrosion resistance against wet carbon 
tetrachloride.    This was necessary because colloidal 
corrosion products collect in the receiving fluid and 
destroy its transparency. 

13. Provision for disassembly and  cleaning. 

14. Provision for mounting in a constant-temperature bath. 

The operation of the settling chamber is not yet fully satisfactory. 

Apparently the chamber must be air-tieht as well as water-tight.    To accomplish 

this the stirrer fitting has been redesigned and modifications of the center 

port are being considered.    Cork gaskets have been liberally used but they 

must be replaced whenever the chamber is disassenbled.    There is also some 

possibility that wax dissolved from the cork gaskets is contaminating the re- 

ceiving fluid.    Cork is being replaced with Teflon.    Except for the inside of 

the chamber, metallic structural materials were chosen for availability and 

raachinability rather than corrosion resistance.    Severe electrolytic corrosion 

has occurred when the chamber is in a water bath.    This corrosion does not 

affect seriously the operation of the equipment, but it is inconvenient during 

disassembly. 

Constant-Tempraturt Apparatus 

The constant-temperature equipment maintains the settling chamber at 

constant temperature and provides constant-temperature water for the microscope- 

slide water bath.   The apparatus consists of a cart, a 10 x 13 x 20-inch 
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aquarium, a pump, heating and cooling coils,  thermostat, and power control 

unit.    Most of these are visible in Figure 7.   Features are: 

1. Bath temperature is controlled within i0.2oF.   Vari- 
ation of chamber temperature is too small to measur* 
with an ordinary thermometer. 

2. The settling chamber fits into the aquarium. 

3. Sides and bottom of the aquarium are plate glass to 
permit undistorted passage of the light beam. 

4. The aquarium assembly can be rolled easily from the 
spray rig to the light rig. 

5;   Temperature of operation can be varied from 60oF to 
120OF.    A rate of change of 10F per min. can be obtained. 

6. The water in the aquarium is continuously changed to 
maintain constant clarity. 

7. Accumulated deposits can be wiped periodically from 
the path of the light beam without disturbing the 
settling chamber. 

8. The water circulation system also pemits circulation 
through an external system, e.g., the microscope-slide 
water-bath. 

The performance of the constant-temperature apparatus has been entirely 

satisfactory. 

General Arrangement of Equipment 

Figure 7 is a photograph of the settling chamber in place in the ver- 

tical light beam.    The chamber is inside the constant-temperature bath.    The 

light beam passes through the whole chamber-aquarium-cart assembly.   The 

black box to the left of the light source is the control unit for the constant- 

temperature bath.     The weight rig appears at the left edge of the photograph. 

Figure 8 gives a more general view of the equipment.    The settling 

chamber is in place under the weight rig. 
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Fieure 9. Saiipling Tool

Figure 10. Microscopes and Slide Water Bath 
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Sampling Tool 

Figure 9 is a photograph of the sampling tool.    It traps a sample of 

the suspension within the settling chamber in a depression microscope slide. 

Design features are: 

1. Size is small enough to permit taking of sample at 
practically any point within chamber, 

2. Cover glass can be moved over the slide depression 
while the slide is immersed. 

3. Microscope slide and cover glass are retained by a 
spring. 

4. Construction is nickel-plated steel to eliminate 
corrosion problems. 

The operation of the sampling tool is entirely satisfactory. 

Microscope-Slide Water Bath 

The microscope-slide water bath maintains the temperature of the sample 

constant and equal to settling-chamber temperature during examination under 

the microscope.    It is shown in place on an ordinary microscope in Figure 10. 

Design features are: 

1. Water can be circulated over top, bottom and sides of 
microscope slide. 

2. The microscope objective can be brought as close as 
desired to the slide cover glass.    (The microscope 
objective is inmerBed in the circulating water.) 

3. Plastic construction provides transparency. 

4. A flexible seal between plastic and objective permits 
manipulation of the slide relative to the objective 
lens by a mechanical stage. 

5. The slide under examination can be changed through 
removal and replacement of four screws. 

6. The unit will operate under a slight vacuum. 

7. The unit will function either upright or inverted. 
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The slide water bath has not yet been fully tested.     Preliminary ex~ 

periments indicate that it will be satisfactory.   Vacuum operation eliminates 

the possibility of flooding the microscope body with water.    All air leaks 

can be eliminated with the exception of a small one through the microscope 

objective itself, and the resulting air bubbles are quickly swept away with- 

out interfering with focus. 

It is necessary to employ both the standard and the inverted micro- 

scopes shown in Figure 10 because focusing at 750 x must always be done 

through the cover glass.   Drops that "settle" up are examined with the ordin- 

ary microscope; those that settle down with the inverted metallographic micro- 

scope.    Cover glasses are silicone-coated to preserve the sphericity of drops. 

Qualitative Results 

Since the present program is incomplete, there are no results othe: 

than the partial development of techniques and equipment described above. 

Some qualitative observations are worthy of note, however.    Double emulsions, 

/4   in    £    in   W   , are formed when water is sprayed into some liquids. 

Spraying 0.522 cm3 of water through the Kopp 0.75, 60° HC nozzle at 1.25 cm3/ 

sec (500 psi approx.) produced double emulsions in: SAE-10 motor oil (Mobile 

"Lubrite"), SAE-30 motor oil, Alkazene-3 (Dow trade name), Alkazene-13, and 

Kerosene,   The following receiving fluids produced simple suspensions,  A 

in  ö   t   benzene, propylene dibromide, carbon disulfide,  carbon tetra- 

chloride, and Stoddard solvent. 

Viscosity of receiving fluids has a pronounced effect upon spray angle 

and average drop size.   Benzene, SAE-10 motor oil, and SAE-30 motor oil have 

approximately the same density.   With benzene a 30° cone and a fine spray is 

obtained; with SAE-10 oil a 5° cone and a coarse spray is obtained; with SAE-30 
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no spray is obtained. In the last case the discharged water collected In a 

large drop on the end of the nozzle. The drop contained some smaller oil 

drop». 

The best value of ^4,  obtained to date for water sprayed into ben- 

zene at 500 psi is about 7000 cm"1. The precision of this measurement is 

probably ± 20% but its J. ^-lute accuracy is undetermined. 
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APPENDII 

TABLE   I 

Assuaptlons in Development of Equations 

General for All Light-Scattering Techniques 

(a) The suspension is of the simple type:    sprayed fluid in 
receiving   fluid. 

(b) All drops in the light beam are spherical. 

(c) Both sprayed arri receiving fluids are optically non- 
absorbing and electrically non-conducting. 

(d) Incident light is essentially parallel, monochromatic 
and      /^     is constant with length of light beam in 
the suspension. 

(e) Drops in the light beam are uniformly distributed 
across the cross-sectional-area,    AB     , of the light 
beam. 

(f) Drops in the lififct beam are nowhere closer together 
than 5 times their diameters. 

(g) ££4       is a known function of   0 for the system 
under consideration. 

(h)   There is no mass transfer to or from drops after they 
are formed. 

(i)    No agglomeration occurs after drops are formed except 
as drops are removed from the system. 

(j)    The nozzle acts uniformly on each cubic centimeter of 
fluid sprayed. 

(k)    The nozzle acts uniformly on each cubic centimeter of 
fluid discharged except for a fixed volume,     lg    , dis- 
charged as inordinately large drops which can be dis- 
regarded. 

(1)      ty     is constant with    ^ ,  other things being equal. 
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Specifically for Various Techniques 

Techniques * 
of 

Applicability 

H (m)   A light-transmission measurement can be made before 
any settling has occurred. 

H (n)    Drops are initially uniformly distributed throughout 
the spray chamber« 

S (o)    Drops are always uniformly distributed throughout 
the spray chamber. 

(p)    Drops are uniformly distributed across each hori- 
zontal cross-section of the settling chamber. 

(q)    The horizontal light beam has negligible height, 

(i)    There exists in tranquil settling a definite hori- 
zontal plane for each drop size,    Dj    , above which 
no drops of size   Dj   exist. 

(s)   Drops settle at fixed rates according to their 
diameters and a known law. 

VS (t)    Settling velocity of drops for a given system is 
directly proportional to    D      , i.e., Stoke's Law. 

S (u)    Drops striking the bottom of the settling chamber are 
retained there and not returned to the bulk of the 
receiving fluid. 

HVCM 

HC 

HC 

HC 

«Code of Technique is: 

H Tranquil settling with horizontal light beam 

S Stirred settling 

V Vertical light beam with bottom scraping and 
tranquil settling 

C Combination of vertical and horizontal light 
beams with tranquil settling 

M Single     measurement using vertical light beam 
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